Instantly Accessible External Threat Intelligence
Key Use Cases

As the pace of cybercrime continues to accelerate, gaining combative advantages
over your adversaries is essential. Organizations can no longer focus only on
blindly protecting the corporate network. Cyber defense must extend beyond the
perimeter to identify threats early, understand new hacker TTPs, and take action to
discover, analyze, and mitigate threats before they cause damage to your company,
employees, brand, and customers.

Rigorously defend your brand online
against impersonation attempts and
reputation damage.

Taking the Complexity out of Threat Intelligence

Data & Credential Leakage

Delivered through an elegant single pane of glass and deployed in a matter of
hours, IntSights provides enterprise-grade external threat intelligence capabilities
that enable security teams to defend against a rapidly evolving threat landscape.
When compared with other TI solutions, IntSights significantly reduces the
workload on security teams by taking the complexity out of threat intelligence.
Customers, on average, enjoy an ROI of $2.1 million after three years using the
IntSights platform.

Brand Protection

Identify and lock down your sensitive
materials leaked across the clear, deep,
and dark web.

Fraud Detection

Reduce fraud losses from carding,
account takeovers, and other cyber
scams.

Phishing Protection

Identify early signs of weaponization
to dismantle phishing attacks before
they’re launched.

IntSights’ competitive advantage lies in its simplicity.
-Dave Estick | CISO, Chipotle

VIP & Executive Protection

Designed to scale, IntSights is perfect for any company. With a tailored approach
that enables companies just starting their threat intelligence journey ranging to
those with robust threat intelligence programs, IntSights has the solution that is
right for you.

Eliminate Complexity

Visit: Intsights.com

Defend your leaders from targeted
cyberattacks and online impersonation.

Maximize ROI

Call: +1 (800) 532-4671

Reduce Risk

Email: info@intsights.com

The IntSights Platform

Turn External Intelligence Into Security Action
Unlike any other solution on the market, IntSights takes the complexity out of threat intelligence and delivers instant value
without the heavy lift or sizable resource allocation that traditional threat intelligence solutions require. You’ll know how
every threat, IOC, CVE, leaked database, and hacker interaction affects your business. IntSights is the only solution on the
market designed to address challenges at each stage of the cyber threat kill chain, from attack indication, to compromise, to
investigation and remediation.
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